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Hunting
A pride of lions is hunting.
A buffalo tries to flee.
A lion catches the buffalo.
Now there is food for all the lions.
Predators
A lion eats meat.
It is a predator.
The lion is king
A lion is big.
A lion is dangerous.
And handsome.
The lion is called the king of animals.

A lion’s weight
A big male: 250 kilos
A big female: 150 kilos

Where lions live
Africa: 32,000 lions
India: 200 lions

Living in prides
Lions live in groups, called prides.
A pride consists of:
• 2-4 males
• 10-15 females
• a lot of cubs

Lions eat animals
Lions love meat.
They eat buffalos.
They eat zebras.
They also eat a lot of other animals.
Female hunters
Female lions hunt animals.
Male lions don’t.

Playful cubs
A lion has cubs.
They love to play.
They hide.
They fight for fun.

They practice being predators.
A litter of cubs
A lion has cubs every other year.
A lion has 1-6 cubs in one litter.
See a lion
You want to see lions?
Visit a zoo.
You can see big lions.
Maybe you’ll also see cubs.
Good eyes and ears
A lion sees well.
A lion hears well.
A lion uses its eyes and ears
when it hunts.
Read more and Keywords
The Internet
Internet:
It’s easy to find websites about lions. Take a look at:
Aalborg Zoo
www.aalborg-zoo.dk
Copenhagen Zoo
www.zoo.dk
Odense Zoo
www.odensezoo.dk
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Lions are big.
Lions are handsome.
Lions eat other animals.
Read more about lions in this book.

My First Book
Student assignments for the book Lions
Talk about the assignments in groups or in class.

Before you start reading the book
On which pages in the book do you find Contents and Keywords?
Can you find the section Read more? Use Contents to find Read more.
Who wrote the book?

Can you find the answer in the book?
What does a lion eat?
How many cubs does a lion have?

While reading the book
What is a lion sometimes called?
Mention two animals that lions eat.

After reading the book
Look at the photographs in the book. Which photograph is your favourite? Write or say
why.
What have you learned about lions. Is there anything else you’d like to know?

